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Introduction
1. We celebrate the 30th year of this Music Awards Scheme with good news that
in terms of overall commitment, range of musics covered and volume of
activity standards have never been better.
2. The Music Standards Fund, and the Welsh and Scottish equivalents, continue
to make a material difference. And this year especially, the initiatives and
financial contributions of Youth Music were making key and very visible
differences to extra-curricular music.
3. It will not escape readers notice that there is an imbalance in the submissions
from England, ie none from the East or West Midlands, Merseyside, South or
West Yorkshire. Yet this is not necessarily a serious matter, for year by year
the list of participating LEAs changes; so next year may well see several
submissions from those regions.
4. We are pleased to contribute to the growing body of evidence that pupils are
motivated to take up or stay with music by the experience of hearing and
seeing live music performed by musicians in school settings.
5. As always, we pay tribute to the heads of music services, LEA advisers,
teachers and, in many cases, parents who demonstrably work above and
beyond the call of duty to make music education succeed in their areas (and
sometimes even outside their own areas!).
6. The first part of our report is devoted to those submissions which, while not,
this year receiving an award, do nonetheless qualify for an honourable
mention for what they have achieved in the year and, importantly, for the
promise contained in their entries of even bigger and better things next year!

NB Notwithstanding an unfortunate clash with a demanding and important DfES
survey of Music Services’ provision (the outcome of which will influence
Government decisions about future performance standards), which some Music
Services had to prioritise, we received a good number of submissions. In 2003 we will
ensure that our questionnaire is circulated earlier to enable even more authorities to
respond.

Honourable Mentions
7. Blackburn with Darwen Music Service is one of the youngest music services
to have participated in this scheme. Set up in September 1999, the Service is
already making its mark with rapid growth in the volume of peripatetic tuition
and imaginative interventions jointly with the youth service, targeting
disaffection and social exclusion. A Music Service to watch.
8. In the 1970s and 80s, Croydon picked up three major awards and four
diplomas. In the intervening years, they have been more self-effacing! So we
were delighted to receive a submission which reveals a Service on track once
again to achieving national recognition.
9. East Renfrewshire were responsible for an interesting ‘Music and the
Nursery’ initiative which provided instrumental staff with new skills for
working with very young children, nursery staff with the confidence to use
music on a daily basis and ten senior pupils with opportunity to perform with
staff under the direction of a professional conductor.
10. Essex have established a music school standards fund for their 26 music
schools, which will enable them purchase equipment to improve or facilitate
provision and to encourage and pilot new ideas. We have been impressed by a
successful pilot of music technology classes at a junior music school which is
based in a village school. Tailored to meet the needs of Key Stage 2 pupils, the
fund’s investment also paid for the employment of a music technology
specialist.
11. The Highland Council while continuing their praiseworthy commitment to
community and traditional music through the medium of community radio,
facilitated an impressively high number of ensemble playing activities.
12. There aren’t many music genres not provided for by Luton, though we would
have welcomed a fuller description.
13. To their great credit, North Ayrshire make no charges for tuition or the loan
of instruments. The instrumental service, which was responsible for a variety
of classical, operatic, rock and traditional music initiatives throughout the year
also contrived to bring together in Mallorca a symphony orchestra comprising
young musicians from Sweden, Spain and North Ayrshire!
14. Publication of a range of valuable teacher guides and a successful introduction
to musics of other cultures, directed by Scott Stroman, for both primary and
secondary levels were among the highlights of North Lincolnshire’s year.
15. A privately funded ‘Music Zone’ with additional financial support from Youth
Music and Space for Sport and the Arts has given Plymouth LEA an
invaluable kick-start of out-of-school provision for when the LEA launches a
new music service in April 2003.
16. Renfrewshire were responsible for a good range of new initiatives during the
year, including what must have been a challenging four-day music residential
course at two locations, involving 150 primary school pupils.
17. Southend Music Services, which were also formed in 1999 have improved the
conditions of service for their instrumental teachers. Much has been achieved
in the Services’ short life and we look forward to learning more of their
INSET provision and ensemble performance opportunities in future
submissions.
18. Stirling Council’s Children’s Services made a praiseworthy commitment to
provision for pupils with special educational needs (SEN), yet their
submission was outstanding for its investment in a three-year music

development project (‘Sound Tracks’) with two broad strands – New &
Contemporary Music and Traditional & Indigenous Music. The first year is
now completed and there is evidence that in accordance with its main aims,
the project is indeed promoting, improving and developing young people’s
confidence, self esteem, social skills, group interaction and organisational
skills. The breadth of musical experiences involved was remarkable and we
look forward with some excitement to the Service’s final evaluation of the
project.
19. Trafford’s submission was succinct, though we were interested to learn that
an INSET day for all phases and for governors was devoted to addressing
issues around the Islamic faith and music.
20. Of many features in the West Sussex Music Support Service’s impressive
submission, we single out four for attention. First, an investment of £100,000
for the purchase of instruments for pupils, with priority given to families who
would otherwise be unable to afford to buy or hire an instrument
commercially. Secondly, the service development plan which included
positive measures to encourage pupils to learn “minority” instruments.
Thirdly, one of the most impressive demonstrations of what can be achieved
when an LEA’s music and youth services together with district councils work
collaboratively. And finally, we are grateful to the Service for sharing their
development plan with us. This was a challenging document, which pulled
very few punches. We would only comment that while real progress was being
made on the world musics front, there was scope for more schools activity
(beyond the commendable ‘Rhythmix’ project) in jazz and popular music
styles.
21. We are delighted to be able to conclude our honourable mentions with the
submission from another Service to watch. This one is the City of York
Arts Service whose
- INSET provision was thorough and broad based with additional input
from a range of external providers;
- professional musician involvement was generous and multi-genre;
- special needs provision was exemplary; and
- whose performance opportunities for pupils were plentiful.

Diplomas
22. Barking and Dagenham’s Community Music Service (CMS), which operates
in an area of high socio-economic disadvantage, continued with its policy of
free loan of instruments and opportunities to play in CMS ensembles without
charge. So there was no obstacle to inclusive access. In addition to provision
of opportunities to experience a broad range of musics, the CMS has supplied
us with a detailed exposition of what it required on a term by term basis by
way of minimum instrumental standards. They were drawn-up for woodwind,
brass and strings and included all the rigour of the Common Approach (the
instrumental and vocal curriculum produced by FMS, NAME, MEC and the
RCM) programmes of work. To follow the standards through, three whole day
workshops were held for over 240 beginners, and six starter ensembles (two
strings, two woodwind and two brass) were under way by the following week.
The emphasis was on general musicianship (aural, vocal and internalising
through copy back) and instrumental awareness. Those in the beginner groups
progressed to elementary ensembles with new starter groups taking off early in
2002.
23. As part of the drive to support and motivate pupils to stay with music beyond
the transfer to the secondary education phase, an experienced and highly
respected jazz musician and educator was appointed; among other things to
promote primary and secondary links and develop jazz ensembles and big
bands. Again by appointing specialist educators, Indian, African and Gospel
musics were introduced at all key stages. So, with continuing close and fruitful
links with the London Symphony Orchestra, the CMS involvement of
professional musicians in schools music education was considerable.
24. The big event for the Caerphilly Music and Arts Service was the bringing
together of all the Authority’s arts related activities in one Division and in the
same building, which also accommodated storage space for music and
instruments, a curriculum and CD resource library, a primary classroom
percussion library (including equipment for loan), a suite of three new
practice/teaching rooms, a new percussion studio – complete with equipment a new music technology suite and a new multi purpose rehearsal and
performance studio for drama and music.
25. The Service’s core tuition to schools continued to be provided free of charge
(though most schools passed a small charge to parents to enable their pupils to
experience a broad music curriculum) as was the loan of instruments. Of the
total school population, 30 per cent were engaged in music activities outside
the curriculum. The range and scope of INSET was impressive and was
underpinned by the joint advisory service covering Bridgend, Merthyr Tydfil
and Rhonda Cynan Taff. A PRS Foundation grant helped to support INSET
for teachers that followed a songwriting project in schools, which explored
accompaniment to the songs composed by pupils. The training was targeted at
teachers with limited musical skills; and a handbook was produced to
accompany the sessions.
26. World, classical chamber and British traditional musics were promoted
through performance and workshops lead by professional musicians and

dancers. Schools were strongly encouraged to include all pupils in music
activities; indeed many of the pupils involved in projects and workshops had
been identified as having learning difficulties. And with a grant from the Arts
Council of Wales arts workshops, including a music residency, to promote
social inclusion for people with mental health problems were funded for a
three-year period. Two music groups were already working towards
performance and making a recording.
27. Jointly with the youth service and with the aid of another PRS Foundation
grant a professional composer and a mobile youth unit, 200 young people
working in small groups composed music using music technology. Rock
music projects and courses, including public performances and recording were
also initiated in the year.
28. Gwynedd and Ynys Mon LEAs produced a special needs
music/communication themed CD and handbook entitled ‘Different Coloured
Hats’ for free distribution to all schools, which addressed several
communication issues through fun vocal activities. The publication was in bilingual format and was already widely used in special schools, SEN units and
nurseries throughout Wales.
29. With the purchase of more celtic harps, it was possible to extend the three-year
free loan to schools scheme. The two LEAs’ commitment to Welsh music
traditions was matched by provision of rock workshops and an exciting new
programme of jazz workshops which apparently gave equal joy to pupil
performers and observing teachers. Indeed, music performance and
composition opportunities abounded for pupils and students in a range of
genres including chamber and brass band music, which, in a sense,
exemplified the Authorities’ enthusiasm for finding the right balance between
“catering” for the needs of beginners at the base of the provision pyramid and
keeping pace with the aspirations of the “pinnacle” players. The decision to
maintain a pool of 2,500 instruments on free loan for two years (followed by
an assisted purchase scheme) clearly helped fuel that enthusiasm.
30. Yet another example of vital developments facilitated by the Welsh
Assembly’s Music Development Fund, was the long overdue introduction of
professional development provision for peripatetic tutors.
31. Finally, we were shown examples of a remarkably large number of
contributions from professional musicians, which were invaluable in urging
and enthusing young performers both to continue with their chosen instrument
and to compose.
32. The Hampshire Music Service (HMS) has to provide for a very large
Authority. The demands made upon it necessitated an early revision of its
long-term strategic plan. Of the 540 schools, 85 per cent entered into service
level agreements, and the number of teaching hours purchased was double the
projection for the year. The HMS website (www.hants.gov.uk/education/hms)
was further developed and, unsurprisingly given the high quality of its content
(and ease of access), proved to be very popular among teachers.

33. Specifically praised by OfSTED, the ‘Primary Music Curriculum Project’ was
accessed by all 450 primary schools. Interestingly, primary heads endorsed the
central retention of a budget to fund the project which enabled the Service to
provide every primary school with an extensive range of support, development
opportunities and resources – we applaud especially the professional
development opportunities for newly qualified teachers and non-specialist
music managers afforded by that means.
34. The year also saw a major expansion of the extended curriculum and world
music provision comprising a long-term jazz project (which, inter alia, should
be of lasting benefit to the four jazz ensembles), new resources and repertoire
for the Rock Academy, two new steel pan centres and a two-day world music
festival distinguished by participation by infant school pupils to a level and
standard which exceeded everyone’s expectation.
35. A “health check” list was drawn up for all schools. By checking against
criteria (eg approach to training, ICT, schemes of work, accommodation,
instrumental provision, etc) each school could evaluate its own provision
against the average across the County.
36. The range and scope of musician involvement with county ensembles and
teachers was impressive. We look forward to receiving evidence of a similar
level of involvement in ordinary classroom situations.
37. And , finally, the Service succeeded in increasing access to music-making
opportunities for pupils in special schools.
38. Last year we noted that North Lanarkshire were demonstrating the most
consistent commitment to music education of all the education authorities in
Scotland. They also spring surprises: who would have expected the education
department, which over the past six years has hosted successful ‘Battle of the
Bands’ rock festivals (drawing in local radio stations as well as parents and
teachers) to embark on a three-year project with Scottish Opera in four
secondary schools exploring the music of Wagner and ‘The Ring Cycle’?
39. In addition to a full range of Authority-wide orchestras and ensembles,
area/school-based choral and instrumental groups were being established to
meet the demand from all 26 secondary, 130 primary and 10 special schools.
That measure and others were designed to enable the Authority to implement
an ambitious new venture. North Lanarkshire (and at least one of their
predecessor authorities) had an established policy of involving the wider adult
community in the music performed by pupils and students. The new strategy
was to reverse that approach by making available to the wider community the
skills of school staffs, involving national and local community music groups in
the planning and delivery and giving each of the fourteen area music groups a
community focus for the development and enhancement of music skills.
Communities which have been insular for geographical, religious or social
reasons should thus have opportunity to raise levels of achievement and selfesteem. Already, in this, the first year, over 1300 pupils from across North
Lanarkshire participated weekly in the programme. We look forward to next
year’s progress report.

40. Northamptonshire had an extremely busy year. We note in particular the
-

-

-

-

commissioning and production of a new opera for 300 young singers
and soloists, actors, the County Youth Orchestra and County Dance
Group;
appointment of a vocal development officer tasked to encourage boys
to sing, and out of that a new, boys treble choir was created. And
appropriate INSET was provided for schools;
a project bringing together music service instrumental staff and
musicians from the professional orchestra ViVA, for interaction and
shared performances for school audiences in the county;
joint working with the Royal Northern College of Music out of which
ten new student brass quintets were formed;
launch of four rock and pop centres both within and extra to the 16
regional music centres; and collaboration with Rock School;
appointment of a contemporary music officer to help raise and sustain
the profile of live and locally produced, original contemporary music;
14 residential music courses ranging from beginners to advanced in a
variety of genres;
ante-natal music classes;
facilitating of music-making for a range of adult music aggregations by
providing accommodation, resources and general support.

41. And finally, one of the most telling of all statistics: the Music Service
provided tuition to 13 per cent of the school population, which by any standard
is high!
42. Oxfordshire were told by OfSTED that they had “a very good music service”.
The submission before us amply bore that conclusion out. We refer first to
those features of the County Music Service’s year that were not central
concerns of OfSTED, though very much in furtherance of good lifelong
learning policy and practice.
43. As part of the INSET programme taster sessions were introduced for teachers
to enable them to plan the extension of their work in the coming academic
year into the youth service, adult education and community education,
(including activities covering pre-school), and across different genres of
music-making – folk, jazz and African drumming. Saturday workshops for
brass players of all ages were added to by new introductory sessions for adult
clarinettists and saxophonists (for learning and ‘re-learning’ purposes) which
by mid-year had become weekly Saturday events.
44. A high proportion of the INSET provision covered subjects requested by
teachers and County Music Service staff following consultation; and the
Service was rightly proud of the fact that not only was INSET for all staff now
paid for as part of their pay and conditions, but all teachers were now on
permanent contracts with teachers’ pay and conditions, either as full-time or a
proportion of full-time. Furthermore, a full-time senior and four part-time
music therapists were employed.

45. Provision of instruments was generous and tutors were provided for all types.
46. Finally, we cannot help but acknowledge that month by month, throughout the
year, the CMS has been responsible for more new initiatives than we have
seen for very many years!
47. By the beginning of the year Southampton’s primary school pupils were
already recipients of the Government’s pledge that any interested primary-age
pupil should have opportunity to learn to play an instrument. That augured
well for the 23 diverse ensembles provided by the Music Service for pupils
and students based on a full pyramid structure.
48. Last year we singled out for special mention, the Authority’s commitment to
meeting the needs of those with disability and/or SEN. It is pleasing to note
that there was no let up in that level of commitment.
49. The growth in numbers of peripatetic staff (from10.4 FTEs in 1997 to 17.5 in
2001) and an investment of over £100,000 in new instruments of course
facilitated a year on year increase in the number of children and young people
learning to play an instrument.
50. An investment of £20,000 in a secondary school music department lead to the
creation of a music technology teaching and learning research base. That
doubled-up as a venue for other staff to observe high quality teaching; the
equipment was also used to create three support CD Roms that were circulated
free to other secondary music departments in the City.
51. While structural change often has high nuisance value, the merging of
education and leisure departments has the potential for wholly beneficial
development in music education, not least in increasing access opportunities
across the board. It is good to see that this practical approach to the promotion
of inclusion was already bearing fruit in Southampton.
52. We received evidence that all musics benefited from the largest ever
commitment by the LEA to the involvement of professional musicians.

The Major Trophy
53. Paradoxically, for us one of the highlights of Gateshead’s submission was the
work the Music Service had been doing to help neighbour LEA Newcastleupon-Tyne re-establish their Music Service. That support included
organisational advice, sharing staffing resources and provision of INSET.
Other Northern LEAs also called on the Gateshead Music Service for advice
and assistance.
54. Two key appointments were made in the year: first, of a Music Development
Leader, to extend the range of creative opportunities for staff and students; and
secondly, an Early Years Lead Teacher to develop INSET and co-ordinate
curriculum support.
55. Publications were an important feature of Music Service provision. The most
recent was a major document ’Music in the Foundation Stage’. Launched at an
Early Years Music Conference attended by delegates from LEAs throughout
the North, the publication was sold nationally and the proceeds still fund the
purchase of new instruments, the Youth Orchestra’s annual tours and other
initiatives.
56. A significant early music development was launched with a specialist lutenist
and an erstwhile professional harpsichordist (no less than the Head of the
Music Service himself!) leading. Within that development was an Elizabethan
music project resulting in several hundred students learning to dance the Pavan
dressed in Elizabethan costume and singing songs from the Tudor era. And
each week, a viol consort (with a baroque string ensemble) performed in
addition to the more usual range of string, brass, steel pan and choral
activities. There was a waiting list for membership of that consort!
57. The Music Service provided a range of opportunities for students to work
alongside the Northern Sinfonia, the Halle, the Georgian Ensemble, musicians
from Paraguay and the Ukraine, classical Indian musicians and international
soloists.
58. No charge was made for tuition, access to ensembles or loan of instruments.
59. Few, if any, LEAs have received more diplomas of merit than Gateshead, so it
is very fitting, in our view, that they should receive the Major Award for 2002.
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